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Abstract: Will foreseeable demographic change lead to savings in the education sector? This question is investigated in a retrospective perspective based on data from Saxony-Anhalt, the German state with the largest population decline since reunification. Results show that we can observe economisation strategies in the face of lower cohort sizes in most subsectors of the education system. These strategies are, however, not always (directly) attributable to demographic decline. Moreover, there is considerable variation in the demographic responsiveness of education demand and supply. Important intervening factors in this respect are several dimensions of educational governance and the economic conditions in a given region.
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1 Introduction

Demographic change is usually perceived as a challenge for modern societies because inherited social structures tend to become inadequate for populations changing significantly in size or age composition. Almost all developed countries face ageing populations and many European and Asian countries are seeing declining populations as well. These population trends are expected to raise public expenditure for pensions, health, and care whereas demand for education expenditure and unemployment benefits might decline (European Commission/Economic Policy Committee 2009: 26). Lower expenditure in education could contribute to offsetting higher costs in other policy fields, or funds saved could be reinvested in im-

proving the quality of educational services (CEDEFOP 2009). However, budgetary projections based on demographic data assume, first, that total enrolments decline with smaller birth cohorts and, second, that education expenditure can and will be adjusted quite flexibly to total enrolment numbers. But are these two assumptions true? How responsive are different levels of the education system to demographic decline?

Contrary to simplistic projective approaches based mainly on the mathematically accurate extrapolation of demographic trends, this article aims to shed light on the role played by the specific institutional makeup of particular levels of the education system and political decisions in response to demographic changes. Expectations of a high demographic responsiveness of educational demand make sense if certain conditions are met. Under the assumption of a comprehensive and territorially limited education system with stable participation rates, declining population numbers will lead to less demand for education services (responsiveness-of-demand hypothesis). In Germany, primary schools come closest to meeting this condition: primary schools include virtually all members of a birth cohort in a given territorial unit (except those schooled in special needs schools) as schooling is compulsory and mobility across territorial borders is rather limited since attending schools outside the respective school district is more or less restricted. Consequently, participation rates are constantly high. At other stages of the education system, additional factors such as individual participation decisions limit the influence of demographic change on enrolment. On the supply side, the education infrastructure established by the welfare state is spread out geographically in order to provide equal opportunities of education. The spatial pattern of this network is more decentralised at lower levels of the education system and more centralised at the higher levels. Education capacities at each level are geared towards certain (sub)population sizes, balancing paedagogical, political, and economic concerns to a certain degree. The spatial pattern and the overall capacity of the education system as well as its organisational structure are subject to continuous political debate. Under the assumption of political and administrative regard for economies of scale, it is hypothesised that demographic decline creates pressure to economise on oversized education infrastructures (economisation-of-supply hypothesis). Nevertheless, retrenchment strategies always have to face politically competing claims of providing equal access to the education system for all. Especially in early childhood and primary education, decentralised service provision is often regarded as a crucial feature of the quality of education services. Hence, it is an empirical question how demographically responsive demand and supply are at particular levels of the education system.

The responsiveness of the education system towards demographic decline shall be investigated on a regional scale. On this relatively small scale, demographic changes are far more pronounced than on the larger national scale. A demographically shrinking region is defined as a subnational territorial unit with declining population numbers on average over at least five years. According to this criterion, East German regions are very interesting cases for closer examination as they have lost considerable amounts of their population since reunification due to lowest-low fertility rates during the 1990s (Kohler et al. 2002; Lechner 2001) and outmigration
mainly to West Germany (Mai 2004). Since in Germany the responsibility for legislation on education rests with the German states, the analysis concentrates on the state level rather than on some smaller scale (e.g., the county level). Furthermore, this article focuses on comparing the various levels of the education system rather than spatial differences, which is a more common and of course equally important object of research. Saxony-Anhalt is the German state with the largest population decline during the last twenty years (minus 17.3 percent from 1991 to 2010). The following analysis will therefore be based on official data from the Statistical Office of Saxony-Anhalt.

The paper is structured as follows. The second section will give an overview of related research on demographic change and the education system. Against this background, the particular approach pursued in the present article will be elaborated. Section three analyses descriptive statistical data on the different levels of the education system in Saxony-Anhalt and draws a comparison across the education levels analysed using bivariate regressions. The article ends with a discussion of the findings and limitations of the chosen approach.

2 The demographic responsiveness of the education system

2.1 Previous research

Although demography supplies us with teeming bookshelves of work on causes of demographic change, research on possible consequences for society or particular social fields is mostly done in other disciplines. The most extensive body of literature on the consequences of demographic change for the education system counts as economic research. In various specifications of panel regression models, it investigates changes in public education spending in response to demographic ageing. In this context, two arguments have to be distinguished: the first postulates a so-called demand effect; the second assumes a generational conflict between young and old (Preston 1984). The "demand" effect arises from varying cohort sizes of the population in young age groups and the specific conditions of service production in the public sector. Due to budget restrictions on the one hand and a high amount of fixed costs for teaching staff and capital on the other, total education spending cannot be adjusted in the short term to demographically induced changes in enrolment. Hence, in situations of rising cohort sizes, the growth of total expenditure is limited by budget constraints.

1 In other East German states, population decline was significantly lower: e.g., in Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania minus 13.2 percent and in Thuringia minus 13.1 percent (my own calculations, based on Statistisches Bundesamt 2012).

2 Note that "demand" in the education sector is a highly complex phenomenon and follows directly from demographic cohort sizes only under very specific conditions. However, in previous research this has not been sufficiently reflected (for a discussion, see Seitz 2008). One aim of this article is to clarify some aspects of the relationship between the size of birth cohorts and educational enrolment.
kept to a minimum, whereas during phases of declining cohort sizes expenditure per student is augmented. From this point of view, it is individually beneficial to be part of a small birth cohort. The second argument of generational conflict treats age groups as interest groups and assumes that they have political preferences for maximising their own utility. As the electorate grows older, the interests of the median voter change and politicians tend to allocate more public resources to policy areas addressing older age groups instead of education.

Empirically, the production effect of changing cohort sizes among the young is larger and somewhat more stable than the generational conflict effect of the elderly via political decision making. Apart from a few international comparisons (Schultz 1988; Busemeyer 2007), most studies are based on statistical data on school expenditures from the United States (Poterba 1997; Fernandez/Rogerson 2001; Ladd/Murray 2001; Harris et al. 2001; Figlio/Fletcher 2012), but some are also based on data from European (Borge/Rattsø 1995; Baum/Seitz 2003; Grob/Wolter 2005; Borge/Rattsø 2008; Kempkes 2009; Rattsø/Sørensen 2010) and East Asian (Ohtake/Sano 2010) countries. This is a bit surprising since Europe and East Asia are far more affected by declining population numbers than the United States is. Furthermore, only few studies include those education sectors with voluntary (instead of compulsory) participation such as early childhood (Borge/Rattsø 2008; Rattsø/Sørensen 2010) or higher education (Oberndorfer/Steiner 2006). Overall the studies find little elasticity of total school expenditure in response to changes in the size of young age groups, signifying a robust and strong negative effect on expenditure per student. The only study that departs from this overall picture shows that total expenditure on primary schools in East Germany was adjusted considerably in response to the rapid drop in fertility rates after reunification (Kempkes 2009).

The argument claiming increasing generational conflict over public budgets is more controversial at the theoretical level (e.g., Gradstein/Kaganovich 2004) than the cohort size effect. One important argument against generational conflict (in the US) is that the elderly might also be inclined to support expenditure on education because they expect rising real estate values from good-quality schools. Empirical evidence for negative effects of a growing elderly population on education expenditure is weaker than for the demand effect. Studies from the United States found negative effects at the state level (Poterba 1997; Fernandez/Rogerson 2001) but to a lesser degree at the county or school district level (Ladd/Murray 2001; Harris et al. 2001). A study based on budgetary data of the school system in the West German states from 1975 to 1999 found only weak evidence for a redistributive conflict between the young and old (Baum/Seitz 2003). However, a study on public expenditure for higher education in the West German states between 1985 and 2002 found a negative effect of demographic ageing when a rather broad definition of the elderly population was chosen (Oberndorfer/Steiner 2006). Some studies based on survey data seem to confirm that there is a certain potential for generational conflict (Cattaneo/Wolter 2007; Busemeyer et al. 2008; Rattsø/Sørensen 2010), whereas other studies do not (Clark et al. 2009). Despite the somewhat controversial evidence for generational conflict, we have to bear in mind that redistributive pressure – if it ex-
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ists – comes on top of the well-documented effect of rising costs per student from declining cohort sizes (Grob/Wolter 2005: 15).

As a conclusion from these studies, it can be said that most of them provide only weak support for expectations of considerable savings in times of declining cohort sizes (the only exception being Kempkes 2009). However, the studies also have notable limitations. First, on the demand side, they tend to focus on compulsory education while regarding demand effects resulting from education choices as a disturbance rather than as a variable to be included in the analysis. This leads to the impression of an institutionally homogeneous education system while it conceals systematic differences in inclusiveness across different levels of education. Second, on the supply side, (in)elasticity of expenditure with respect to cohort size is only rarely compared across levels of education in order to identify implicit redistribution between educational sectors (an exception being Weishaupt/Weiß 1988).

Apart from the demographic responsiveness of education spending, changes in the organisation of education in response to demographic decline have been researched so far. In this context, an important distinction has been made between personnel and infrastructure policies (Kempkes 2009). While the first type alters student/teacher ratios, the latter changes the spatial distribution of the education infrastructure. The remaining part of the literature review focuses on the demographic responsiveness of education infrastructure since the availability of such an infrastructure is likely to alter individual opportunities of access in due course. In a spatial perspective, concentration of education infrastructure, on the one hand, and maintenance of decentralised education services, on the other, are considered to be the main policy options in response to declining cohort sizes (Kramer/Nutz 2006). The feasibility of these two alternatives depends on the size distribution of organisational units, and they both have opposite consequences for this distribution. Despite sustained academic controversies about intended and unintended (economic) effects of size in educational organisations (Barker/Gump 1964; Döring 1977; Fickermann et al. 2000; Andrews et al. 2002), school district mergers and school closures have been a major phenomenon, especially during the second half of the 20th century. Between 1950 and 1980, the number of school districts declined from 83,642 to 15,987 in the United States of America (Kenny/Schmidt 1994). In Austria, 20 percent of the traditional primary schools (Volksschulen) were closed between 1964 and 1976 (Meusburger 1998: 394-398); in Germany primary schools were closed predominantly between the mid-1960s and late 1970s (Derenbach/Gatzweiler 1988: 412); in Czechoslovakia, small primary schools in rural areas decreased between 1961 and 1990 by around 70 percent, with the most dynamic phase being in the 1970s when a system of central places (in the sense of Christaller) was installed by the communist regime (Kučerová/Kučera 2012: 9-10). More recently, for example, nearly 200 schools were closed in Ontario, Canada between 1999 and 2002 (BASU 2007), and between 1994 and 2003 many primary and secondary schools were closed in East Germany (Weishaupt 2006).

Furthermore, rural areas are said to be especially prone to school closures, as their settlement structure does not allow for economies of size (Åberg-Bengtsson 2009). However, low enrolment and high unit costs are not always the main reasons
for closure decisions. In fact, (professional) ideas guiding education policy (Kramer 1997; Frank 2011), issues of social inequality (Billger 2010) and student achievement (Engberg et al. 2012), and political resistance by the communities affected often prove to be more important than purely economic reasoning (e.g., Stinchcombe 1984; Bondi 1987, 1989; Post/Stambach 1999; Kearns 2011). Moreover, economic reasoning seems to apply differently across levels of education: high expenditure per student does not increase the probability of closure for primary schools in the US but does so for high schools (Billger 2010). Many case studies associate school closures and mergers with negative impacts on the social environment, especially in peripheral areas (Sell et al. 1997; Witten et al. 2003; Bathgate 2007; Nitta et al. 2010) when the last school is closed (Meusburger 2005). Of the 700 municipalities affected by primary school closures in East Germany between 1994 and 2003, 453 lost their last school (Weishaupt 2006: 34).

Contrary to the observed pattern of school concentration, it is worth noting that small (primary) schools seem to have been rehabilitated to some degree since the 1970s, especially in rural areas (Sher 1981; Harrison/Busher 1995; Meusburger 1998: 398; Kramer 1997; Kalaaja/Pietarinen 2009; Åberg-Bengtsson 2009; for an opposing view on this topic, see Rakhkochkine 2007). This is partially reflected in the fact that administrative minimum thresholds for school size were adapted to the smaller number of pupils in West Germany in response to the decline in fertility in the 1970s (Trotha 1981). However, compared to other countries in Europe, small primary schools with mixed age classes are not a widespread phenomenon in Germany (Fickermann et al. 1998).

Taking these studies together, concentration of education infrastructure is a widely observed phenomenon, possibly contributing to cost savings for public budgets. However, as it is politically contentious and involves a variety of determinants, no unequivocal conclusion can be drawn about the likelihood of concentration in response to demographic decline. When we reiterate the main findings from economic studies, it seems to be rather improbable that regional education systems show a high demographic responsiveness. Nevertheless, previous studies on East Germany contradict this overall picture. Against this background, the following section aims to systematise possible effects of demographic change on demand for and supply of education infrastructure while taking intervening factors into account.

### 2.2 Demographic responsiveness of education demand and supply

According to previous research, an economisation of the education system in the face of demographic decline does not seem very probable. This view is basically rooted in the traditional self-description of modern welfare states as providers of equal access to education. On the demand side, the (political) definition of new target groups might offset the impact of regional population decline on enrolment. On the supply side, providing access to education is regarded as a public good, which is politically protected by all (or most) political parties. Furthermore, education infrastructure serves as an asset in the competition among localities and regions.
From this point of view, developing or maintaining a high supply of education infrastructure for political reasons seems to be probable even in the face of high unit costs. But is there no regard for economic reasoning in education policy?

Theoretically, the relevance of smaller birth cohorts entering the (mostly) consecutive levels of the education system over the course of their lives is highly dependent on the educational governance regime at the particular level in question. For the purpose of the present article, three dimensions of governance are relevant: inclusiveness, internal differentiation, and the degree of commodification (a brief discussion of other conceptions can be found in Windzio et al. 2005: 4-6). These dimensions are partially related to each other and might be further specified into subdimensions.

The inclusiveness of an education sector depends on the normative basis for participation in education, on the one hand, and on actual participation rates in education, on the other. The normative basis for participation in education is often symbolised by a guiding idea legitimising an institutionalised order (Lepsius 1995). The normative idea of educational inclusiveness can be formally codified, as in compulsory schooling, or become manifest informally in participation patterns in optional education programmes. Both forms of institutionalisation reflect normative expectations towards standards of welfare provision. Theoretically, educational levels requiring compulsory participation are more susceptible to declining cohort sizes than are levels with voluntary participation because the former are supposed to include all members of certain age groups. Educational levels based on voluntary participation might nevertheless come close to universal participation, in which case they are similarly sensitive to demographic change. While primary school attendance has been established as part of compulsory education in most parts of the world, especially after World War II (Meyer et al. 1992), participation in (upper) secondary education is still voluntary in many countries worldwide (World Bank 2006: 70), as is attendance of early childhood and higher education in most cases. Although true for the most part, certain countries, such as Japan, for example, have reached universal inclusion in higher education, making demand for services highly responsive to demographic decline (Yonezawa/Kim 2008; Vincent-Lancrin 2008).

Furthermore, the internal differentiation of an education sector determines if the whole sector is affected evenly by demographic decline or if some parts are more vulnerable than others. In hierarchically differentiated education sectors, the lower tiers should be more responsive to demographic decline than the higher tiers. In the latter case, growing demand for university entrance credentials can offset declining cohort sizes. In Germany, for example, primary education is the only (almost) comprehensive level of schooling, whereas the several tiers of secondary schooling are hierarchically differentiated according to the social value of the credentials particular school types offer. Moreover, a high level of horizontal differentiation (e.g., specialisation by subject) requires relatively large organisational units, more centralised service provision, and higher mobility of target groups. This is quite obvious when, for example, primary and higher education are compared. Corresponding to the age and age-related capacities of the target groups, horizontal differentiation is more pronounced in higher education than at lower levels of the education system.
However, resulting student mobility might have an impact on the responsiveness of demand for education services to changes in the size of birth cohorts.

Having specified the *responsiveness-of-demand hypothesis*, we must also discuss how changes in demand could affect the provision of education and, hence, public expenditure. The assumption of a demographic responsiveness of education supply is only plausible if there is an institutionalised mechanism ensuring the adaptation of education facilities to (possibly) changing demand. In this respect, the third dimension of educational governance treated here, the degree of commodification of education services, becomes relevant.

The division of labour between community, state, and market in funding education services is reflected by the degree to which education is commodified. Commodification describes a "process by which a service or item is transformed into a tradable good, where a provider of this service or good increasingly acts in a profit-oriented way" (Sackmann 2007: 157). Following this perspective, three types of education providers can be distinguished:

- decommodified public providers, acting according to ideological aims,
- not-for-profit private providers (NPOs), seeking to maintain their resource base by operating in a cost-covering manner, and
- private for-profit providers (ibid.).

Recently, with the spread of New Public Management ideas (Pollitt/Bouckaert 2011), political concern for monetary resources has become more prominent even within the decommodified public sector. Growing concern in fiscal matters among public providers and commodification are two dimensions of a more general concept of economisation (Schimank/Volkmann 2012). As education (in Germany) is mostly provided by public and not-for-profit private organisations, ideologically motivated and cost-neutral responses to demographic decline should prevail. Due to the in-kind calculation of public services (usually public goods per head [Bartl 2011a]) during planning and evaluation processes and related funding mechanisms, demographic decline might lead to financial pressure on education services. If, in the face of demographic decline, public authorities exert financial pressure on decommodified public providers or outsource service provision to not-for-profit private entities, which have to operate in a cost-covering manner, this will nourish the economisation of education (*economisation-of-supply hypothesis*). However, not all units at a particular educational level are subject to the same pressure, as exposure to such pressure varies by the size of education establishments. Smaller establishments can be expected to face greater financial pressure than larger ones.

The following empirical part of this article is arranged according to the sequence in which birth cohorts enter the levels of the education system during the course of their lives. It starts with an analysis of early childhood education and care, followed by primary, secondary, and vocational school education, and finally the higher education sector.
3 Demographic responsiveness of the education system in Saxony-Anhalt

The demographic responsiveness of each level of the education system is analysed based on the cohort size of the targeted age group, on the one hand, and on enrolment numbers and the number of infrastructure facilities or amount of staff employed, on the other.

3.1 Early childhood education and care

Early childhood education and care is the first level of the education system affected by low fertility rates. As participation at this level is voluntary in most countries, the extent of that impact varies with the rate of participation in institutional services. The provision of early childhood education and care is very well developed in East Germany due to its traditional dual-earner model from state-socialist times (Heriring 2009). In the German Democratic Republic (GDR), there was universal access to childcare institutions. During the later years of the GDR, 80 percent of children younger than 3 years and 95 percent of children aged 3 to 6 were in institutional childcare (Roloff 2007: 136; lower values are reported in Hank et al. 2001). After reunification, these institutions were transferred from the central state to local self-government. Despite voluntary participation, such a high saturation of the “market” makes childcare institutions highly vulnerable to demographic decline.

Assuming that children younger than 6 years are the main target group of childcare institutions, Figure 1 depicts the population sizes of this age group for the years 1991 to 2010 and numbers of children in childcare centres for the years 1994 to 2010. Due to missing values for the very first years of the transformation, significant changes in enrolment are not captured. The population younger than 6 years old decreased by 51 percent from 1991 to 1997 (from 192,000 to 94,000 children). After this drop, the size of this age group did not vary much anymore. On the face of it, the curve of the total number of children in childcare institutions shows quite a surprising development: from 1994 to 1998, it follows the trend, if not the proportion, of the population decline. Thereafter, it becomes completely decoupled from the demographic development. The absolute number of children in childcare institutions even surpassed the population size of the under-6-years-olds by around 20,000 children every year. This puzzle is solved by splitting the total number of children in institutional childcare into two age groups (Fig. 1). The number of children younger than 6 years old enrolled in childcare decreased roughly proportionately to the total number of children in the respective age group in Saxony-Anhalt. This development could be expected from the initial assumption about the relevance

---

3 From 1994-2002 official statistics were recorded only every four years. Furthermore the statistics counted only available places, not actual children in institutions in this period. Enrolled children have been counted from 2006 onwards. The years mentioned in this article always refer to the beginning of a school year: e.g., 1991 refers to the school year 1991/92.
of institutional participation rates as intervening factors in the relationship of cohort size and absolute enrolment numbers. High participation rates in voluntary education sectors make them highly sensitive to demographic decline. While this holds true for the age group under 6, total childcare enrolment becomes decoupled from the declining demographic trend through – at first glance somewhat surprising – additional enrolments of children in after-school care. In the period analysed, after-school care was transferred from primary schools to early childcare centres. The number of children from 6 to 10 years in after-school care increased from 1,000 in 1994 to 52,000 in 2010. With respect to the transformation years after 1994, this increase even overcompensated for the losses in the younger age group. This is quite a typical development for East Germany. Therefore the available places in
after-school care in East Germany rose between 1990 and 2002 from 22 to 41 percent (Statistisches Bundesamt 2004: 36). On the supply side, the number of childcare centres in Saxony-Anhalt decreased from around 2,000 to 1,700 between 1994 and 1998 (Fig. 6 in the appendix). During the following years, the number of institutions remained fairly stable at about 1,700 due to the compensating demand effect of rising enrolment in after-school care. Nevertheless, the remarkable stability of the total number of childcare centres in the later period of analysis (1998-2010) conceals economising strategies in the early childhood education system. First, the transfer of public childcare centres to not-for-profit providers reduces public costs. NGOs do not receive full coverage of their wage bill from public funds, and employees usually earn less than in the public sector (Bartl 2011b: 205-206). The number of public childcare centres was reduced from 1,800 to 1,000 and the number of private not-for-profit childcare centres increased from 200 to 700 between 1994 and 2010. This economising strategy becomes even more evident when relative changes are considered (Fig. 7 in the appendix). Second, the state of Saxony-Anhalt reduced the parental entitlement to childcare in terms of daily hours for the unemployed to 5 hours per day in 2003 (Landtag Sachsen-Anhalt 2004). At the local level, highly differentiated childcare units targeting quite narrow age groups (nursery, kindergarten, after-school clubs) were often reorganised into multifunctional childcare organisations for broader age groups in order to gain organisational flexibility in the face of declining demand. Due to economies of scale in childcare (Bönisch/Tagge 2012), this frequently meant the closure of small units. The number of units with fewer than 20 children (the minimum threshold for childcare centres stated by law [Landtag Sachsen-Anhalt 18 July 1996: 227]) declined from 90 to 23 between 1994 and 2002 and subsequently rose again to about 50 small childcare centres, a number that remained fairly stable for the rest of the period analysed. Moreover, from expert interviews it becomes clear that there were numerous closures of childcare centres before 1994 (Bartl 2011b) that are not reflected in the statistical data presented here. Overall, the distribution of childcare centres across the rural-urban divide remained fairly stable: between 1994 and 2010 the share of childcare units located outside of the three urban centres of Saxony-Anhalt (Magdeburg, Halle, and Dessau-Roßlau) increased slightly from 80.8 to 82.2 percent.

4 Other authors report a more constant participation rate for after-school care of around 30 percent between 1990 and 1999 based on data from the German Socio-Economic Panel Study (SOEP). Note, however, that only small variations in the classification of age groups can lead to considerable changes in values (Hank et al. 2001: 17; 9). We can nevertheless not rule out that the observed increase in available places between 1994 and 2002 might be somewhat artificial as responsibility for after-school care originally rested with primary school providers (municipalities) and personnel was employed by the state (as in schools). The transfer of service provision to a NPO was only possible if accompanied by a transfer of public staff (Landtag Sachsen-Anhalt 31 August 1993). Such a transfer might have been a precondition for being counted statistically. However, whatever the case may be, the data from 2006 to 2010 validates the overall rising trend.

5 Data on the supply side is available from 1994 to 2010.

6 The discussion on data validity in footnote 3 might apply here as well.
In concluding this section, it can be stated that demographic decline affects early childhood education and childcare enrolments significantly when participation rates are high. Given low participation rates, such as in West Germany or in Poland, the vulnerability of the early childhood education system to demographic change is also considerably lower (Bartl 2011b). However, compensatory coping strategies might serve to expand the target group of institutional childcare beyond the traditional age groups. The potential for compensatory coping strategies based on recruiting children from other territorial units is very limited at this educational level. Parents commuting from a suburb to the city are the only group potentially interested in such arrangements. On the supply side, the most notable economising strategies analysed here are the closure of units and the privatisation of childcare centres from public to private not-for-profit ownership.

3.2 Primary and secondary general schools

The high demographic sensitivity of primary and secondary schools is rooted in the compulsory nature of participation in education. In Saxony-Anhalt the compulsory education period ends after 12 years of schooling (Landtag Sachsen-Anhalt 12 August 2005: § 40). In Germany, enrolment numbers in the school system are nevertheless not completely congruent to population numbers in the corresponding age group due to the internal differentiation of primary and secondary education and the limited inclusiveness of upper secondary education.

Congruence of enrolment numbers with the total population in the respective age group is greatest for primary schools, which theoretically educate all members of a birth cohort, except for the ones that have been attested as having special education needs. In Saxony-Anhalt these pupils are assigned to special needs schools, an institution with a strong tradition in Germany (Powell 2011). Hence, primary school enrolments are likely to be affected almost proportionately by demographic change.

Contrary to the internationally hegemonic model of schooling, Germany has no comprehensive school system (Wiborg 2010). After four years of schooling at the primary level, pupils transfer to secondary school. This is a selective process in that pupils are assigned to different tracks of education according to their perceived abilities. The traditional structure of the West German secondary school system consists of the basic-track school (Hauptschule), intermediate-track school (Realschule) and advanced-track school (Gymnasium). Instruction at a basic-track school

---

7 Special educational needs might be due to a diversity of reasons, which are catered to by a differentiated system of specialized schools staffed and equipped in order to provide more individualized learning than mainstream schools. The following school types for special education needs are distinguished in Saxony-Anhalt: learning difficulties, cognitive development, emotional and social development, language, hearing, visual impairment, physical development (Kultusministerium Sachsen-Anhalt 2010: 33).

8 The school system in Saxony-Anhalt – similar to the national German school system – corresponds to a regime of sponsored mobility norms in the sense of Ralph Turner (1960).
is the academically least demanding programme and is geared towards entering vocational training upon graduation – usually after 9 years of overall schooling. The intermediate-track school has traditionally educated students who aspire to enter subordinate white-collar professions but has also become a prerequisite for the more attractive and academically more demanding programmes of vocational education and training (VET). This credential also increasingly functions as a key to alternative routes into higher education. The advanced-track school prepares students for higher education, even though not all of its graduates will proceed to tertiary education. Since the early 1970s, plans to restructure the German secondary school system have concentrated on introducing comprehensive schools (Gesamtschulen) for all children in a given school district while offering three different credentials. These reforms became politicised, with the result that only states governed by the Social Democrats introduced comprehensive schools as one of four types of regular secondary schooling (Lehmann 1994). In East Germany, where there had been a 10-year comprehensive school, the West German structures were creatively adapted after reunification (Sackmann 2010: 179). One innovation consisted of the creation of schools that integrate basic and intermediate tracks within a common framework. This school type is labelled differently in every state; in Saxony-Anhalt it is called the Sekundarschule. Hence, in secondary general education in Saxony-Anhalt, there is in fact a two-tier school system, including said integrated schools with two internal tracks (Sekundarschule), on the one hand, and advanced-track schools (Gymnasium), on the other. The enrolment share of comprehensive schools is marginal. Since 2011, the decision about the school career is ultimately left up to the pupils’ parents. Previously, the recommendation of a certain track of secondary education issued by the primary schools was of a more binding nature for parents in Saxony-Anhalt (Füssel et al. 2010: 101). According to the ongoing trend towards greater proportions of enrolled students aspiring toward higher educational credentials, it is likely that enrolment in Sekundarschule will be more affected by demographic decline than enrolment in Gymnasium.

Figure 2 shows that at the beginning of the period analysed, the number of children aged 6 to 19 slightly increased to a maximum of 471,000 in 1995. After this peak, their number decreased continuously to 208,000 in 2009, which amounts to a drop in the target group of general education schools by 56 percent. The demographic decline does not affect all school types in the same way and at the same time, however. The wavelike development of birth cohorts affects primary and secondary education sequentially. Primary schools, as expected, mostly followed the demographic trend and displayed proportionate changes in enrolments. With the number of enrolments dropping by 61 percent from 1991 to 2002, with a maximum of 147,000 and a minimum of 58,000 during this period, the decrease was even slightly stronger than the one observed among the age group in the total population. The integrated schools with several tracks of secondary education (Sekundarschule) recorded increasing enrolments until 1998, which then declined continuously from 151,000 to 43,000 in 2009. With a drop in enrolment of 72 percent, they lost the largest share among the education levels and school types considered in this article. Enrolment in advanced-track schools was lower as well but by far did
not nearly decline as dramatically as in the other afore-mentioned types of schools. The advanced-track schools lost 52 percent of their enrolment from an absolute maximum of 91,000 in 1994 to a minimum of 44,000 in 2009. The number of special education enrolments decreased from 21,000 pupils, its maximum in 1997, to 13,000 in 2009, which represents a drop of 38 percent and hence a fairly stable development by comparison. This relative stability was due to an increasing participation rate in special education, which rose from 4.8 percent in 1992 to 8.6 percent in 2008 (Kultusministerium Sachsen-Anhalt 2010: 33).

The somewhat discontinuous development of enrolment in secondary schools was the product of political reforms (Kultusministerium Sachsen-Anhalt 2010: 28). First, the temporary introduction of a comprehensive orientation stage in Sekundarschule in 1997 delayed the decision on the track of secondary education a pupil is to pursue from the fourth to the sixth grade. This reform was abolished again in 2003, which benefited total enrolment numbers in Gymnasium at the expense of Sekundarschule. Second, nine instead of eight years of schooling in Gymnasium were introduced in 2001 and abolished again in 2007. The reform of the reform resulted in slightly lower total enrolment numbers in this school type.

The overall negative trend in enrolment numbers has had consequences for the provision of school infrastructure. The total number of primary and secondary schools decreased from 1,745 in 1991 to 949 in 2009, hence by minus 46 percent,
which is only slightly lower than the decline in the targeted age group by 56 percent. Breaking these figures down by school type gives the following picture. While integrated secondary schools (Sekundarschulen) were closed at an above-average frequency (minus 70 percent), advanced-track schools (minus 44 percent), primary schools (minus 35 percent), and particularly special education schools (minus 12 percent) were able to resist the overall trend to some degree. The comparative stability of the number of special education schools is particularly striking.

Primary schools show a disproportionately low demographic responsiveness (Fig. 8 in the appendix). The number of primary schools dropped significantly during the years of rapid demographic decline (1997-2002) and continued to diminish at a lesser rate during the following years of growing population numbers in the respective age group (2002-2006) while the trend stopped thereafter. This relative stability of primary schools can be explained by a guiding idea in education policy to maintain primary schools in as many locations as possible, according to the slogan “short legs, short distances” (kurze Beine, kurze Wege), well known among German education planners. At the local level, this principle is further strengthened by the fact that schools – especially in rural areas (Haartsen/van Wissen 2012) – are seen to be part of the essential infrastructure that municipalities must provide in order to be attractive in the regional competition for residents. Contrary to common expectations about negative effects of school closures, however, there is also evidence that such concerns might be unwarranted at least in terms of triggering outmigration (Hyll/Schneider 2012). Recently, 75 public primary schools with fewer than 60 pupils (the official minimum threshold) were counted in Saxony-Anhalt (Staatskanzlei Sachsen-Anhalt February 12, 2013), indicating that rural areas have been relatively more resilient to closures than urban ones. However, plans have been announced to close these small primary schools in the years to come.

Special education schools show the lowest demographic responsiveness (Fig. 9 in the appendix). While enrolments followed a wavelike pattern of growth and decline that overcompensated for demographic decline, the number of schools remained almost constant during the period analysed: between 1991 and 2009 it decreased by only 12 percent. While special education needs admittedly had generally been growing in Germany during this period (Dietze 2011), the share of these schools in total enrolment was nevertheless particularly high compared to other German states. A possible explanation for the growing enrolment rate in this segment could be that socially selective outmigration had increased the share of pupils in Saxony-Anhalt labelled as “problematic.” However, this did not lead to any particular increase in the number of pupils falling into the “softer” special needs categories (such as learning difficulties, language, and emotional and social development) intended to absorb such “problematic” pupils. Rather a quantitative shift away from the most numerous category (learning difficulties) to the less-populated categories took place, including to the more “objective” ones (visual impairment, hearing, and physical development). The share of pupils classified as having learning difficulties among all pupils with special needs, for example, was down from 72.5 percent in 1992 to 54.3 percent in 2008 (my own calculations, based on Kultusministerium Sachsen-Anhalt 2010: 33). This is a general trend in Germany (Dietze
An alternative explanation could therefore be that special schools catering to the numerically smaller categories are politically in greater need of “demand” in order to legitimise their existence, and professional discretion in the diagnostic process is used accordingly. Yet a more thorough explanation of the stability of special education demand and supply under conditions of demographic decline remains to be elaborated.

In contrast to these developments, general secondary schools were highly responsive to demographic decline (Fig. 10 in the appendix). This is probably attributable to the fact that school infrastructure undergoes a holistic planning and administration process in which the overall cost of the system is considered. In this context, general secondary schools seem to offset the relative stability of the primary and special education school infrastructure. Among the secondary schools, advanced-track schools (Gymnasien) were less responsive to demographic decline than integrated secondary schools (Sekundarschulen), which were subject to a disproportionately high number of school closures. On the one hand, the differences in the development of integrated secondary and advanced-track schools reflect the general trend towards higher school degrees in Germany and other parts of the world. On the other hand, educational reforms and numerous exceptions from the state school law stating that a Gymnasium should have at least three classes in each grade (Landtag Sachsen-Anhalt 12 August 2005) politically favoured it over the integrated secondary schools.

As an upshot of this, it can be stated that schools have slightly more time to adapt to changes in fertility rates than early childhood education and care do. Nevertheless, compulsory schooling makes general education schools highly vulnerable to demographic decline. Among the general schools, secondary schools are more affected by school closures in the face of demographic decline than primary and special education schools. Among the secondary schools, advanced-track schools are less affected by demographic decline because of educational expansion. Last but not least, these differences among school types reflect political decisions at the local and the state level in the process of adapting to demographic change. These decisions seem to take territorial cohesion into account as well. It is probably not a coincidence that the share of general schools located outside of the three urban centres in Saxony-Anhalt did not change considerably between 1991 and 2009: it rose minimally from 81.3 to 81.6 percent. However, closures of public schools also open up space for private providers: their share in school infrastructure rose from practically zero to 8.3 percent between 1991 and 2009. In 2009, their share was slightly larger in cities than in rural areas.

### 3.3 Vocational schools

Demographic change affects vocational education schools similar to general education schools because of compulsory schooling in upper secondary education. Adolescents who leave a general education school after the lower secondary grades are still obliged to attend some programme leading to an officially recognised vocational education until the age of 18. Trainees in the dual vocational training system
are subject to compulsory schooling until they complete VET even if they are older than 18 (Hippach-Schneider et al. 2012: 42).

The German system of vocational education is rather complicated (Thelen/Bussemeyer 2012). The internationally well-known and most common type in Germany is the so-called dual system (Duales System). It is co-financed and organised by firms and the state. In this programme, instruction takes place in part-time vocational schools (Teilzeit Berufsschule) “cater[ing] to apprentices who, in addition to the practical training gained within their firms, receive both theoretical instruction in their trade and also some additional general education (...). Instruction may take place regularly for one or two days per week or, alternatively, for blocks of several weeks” (Lehmann 1994: 2475). The final certificate can be used to enter more ambitious programmes in the education system.

Another type of programme is organised at full-time vocational schools (Berufsfachschule), which are mostly state-financed but sometimes also privately (especially in the health sector). Full-time vocational schools offer professional training without apprenticeship schemes (e.g., for early childcare) or in fields with too few openings for apprentices. Similar to the dual system, the final certificate is an officially recognised professional qualification and also qualifies for admission to more ambitious education programmes.

An important third type of programme comprises different variants of the so-called transition system (Übergangssystem). These programmes are designed to help young people disadvantaged in the labour market to cross the first threshold from general education to vocational training. Programmes for such transition management are sometimes offered by regular public vocational schools and sometimes by private organisations receiving public funding.

A look at vocational students across all school types reveals that their average age is above the typical age of 18, when compulsory schooling is theoretically supposed to end. In Saxony, a neighboring state of Saxony-Anhalt, the average age was, for example, 19.7 years in 2006 (Statistisches Landesamt SN 2006). Eighty-five percent of the students there were between 15 and 21 years old. This age group is therefore defined as the typical one for vocational schools in the present article. The very small birth cohorts of 1993 and 1994 in East Germany thus reached vocational education, on average, only at the end of the period under study in 2008 and 2009, and will leave it in 2014 and 2015.

Based on Figure 3, we can describe the development of the population aged 15 to 21 in four stages. After stagnation during the first two years of the period considered, their number grew during the second stage from 215,000 in 1993 to 252,000 in 1999. Subsequently, the figure decreased, initially slowly, and from 2005 on more sharply to 151,000 in 2009. The decrease between 1999 and 2009 equals minus 40 percent. In contrast, the number of vocational students declined to a far lesser degree. The number of students enrolled in vocational schools at the end of the

---

9 Further types of vocational schools do exist, but they comprise only a small number of students (Hippach-Schneider et al. 2012). For the sake of clarity, they are neglected here.
period analysed was almost the same as it was at the beginning of the 1990s. From less than 64,000 in 1992, the curve rises to a maximum of 89,000 in 1999 before it drops back down, in a slightly discontinuous pattern, to 63,000 in 2009, a reduction of 29 percent. How can we explain the overall stability of vocational student numbers? The reason can be found in the development of enrolments in full-time vocational schools. Enrolment rose rapidly from only 3,000 in 1992 to almost 15,000 in 1999 and after a few years of discontinuity to a maximum of 17,000 in 2005. Then student numbers dropped to a slightly lower level again.

The relative strength of the full-time vocational schools in Saxony-Anhalt is part of the larger picture in East Germany where this branch of vocational education is more common than in West Germany (BMBF 2011: 11). In the wake of deindustrialisation and administrative downsizing in East Germany (Hannemann 2004), a lack of regular apprenticeship openings within the dual system led to bottlenecks at the first threshold from general education to labourvocational training and consequently to a postponement of vocational education within the life course of individuals (Sackmann 2000). The age of vocational students rose during the transformation process accordingly. In order to compensate for the insufficient number of vacancies in the dual VET system due to the weak economy in East Germany, state and federal authorities have agreed to expand full-time vocational schools targeting disadvantaged adolescents (Grünert 2010). A further explanation for the relative stable
development of vocational school enrolment from 1992 to 2009 compared to the population decline in that age group is that student numbers were fairly low in the early years of the East German transformation. In 1989 the German Democratic Republic had still recorded 136,000 new apprenticeship contracts, whereas by 1991 their number had fallen to 82,000 (Grüner 2010: 240).

The development in enrolment did not leave the supply structures of vocational schools in Saxony-Anhalt unaffected. Their number dropped from 72 to 66 between 1992 and 2009. However, this apparent stability masks that the number of public vocational schools offering a high diversity of vocational programmes dwindled from 68 to 31. The fact that there was an increase in private vocational schools from 4 to 35 offset this loss only on the surface since they offer only a very restricted spectrum of vocational programmes. Hence, this shift from public to private service providers to a certain degree reflects a commodification process of vocational education. Furthermore, the spatial distribution of vocational schools also decreased significantly during this period. They became increasingly concentrated in the three largest cities in Saxony-Anhalt. Beyond the privatisation of vocational education facilities, demographic decline also catalysed further economisation strategies. During the periods of growth in enrolment, full-time vocational schools and pre-vocational schools expanded to a lesser degree than student numbers (Fig. 11 in the appendix), and part-time vocational schools were partially closed down in spite of temporarily rising enrolment numbers.

To conclude this section, we can hold that, theoretically, vocational education is affected by demographic decline due to VET-compulsory schooling after students leave lower secondary general education. Yet we see few signs of this constitutive vulnerability during the period considered. The process of economic and political transformation decouples enrolment in the vocational school system to a much greater extent from demographic trends than in the case of general education. A compensatory effect originates from the postponement of vocational education to a later point in the life course due to the relative scarcity of apprenticeship openings within the dual system after reunification. The targeted age group for vocational education thus broadens. In this context, the newly established full-time vocational schools in East Germany assume the traditional compensatory role of the transition system in West Germany. The structural difference in the fulfillment of this compensatory function, however, is significant. Full-time vocational schools offer officially recognised certificates of vocational education, whereas the transition system is more or less an institutional “waiting room.” In spite of the factors decoupling enrolment in vocational education from demographic trends, considerable concentration processes occurred on the supply side. They are probably attributable to the fact that the highly differentiated curricula of vocational schools depend more on large organisational units in order to reach certain thresholds of minimum class sizes than general education schools do. Hence, in addition to a broadening of the targeted age group, vocational education schools partially offset demographic decline through an enlargement of their catchment areas. The commodification of vocational education increased slightly through the structural shift from public to private vocational schools.
3.4 Higher education

Higher education differs significantly from the other education levels considered so far in this article because of the relatively low participation rates at the beginning of the period analysed and greater internal differentiation (between and within organisations) than any of the other levels of the education system. These differences allow for a substantial decoupling of higher education from demographic trends. In contrast to general and vocational schools, there is no obligation to participate in higher education. Furthermore, international comparisons show that Germany still has quite a low participation rate in higher education (OECD 2011: 308). Due to the very strong system of dual vocational training, this is a traditional feature of the German regime of skill formation (Nikolai/Ebner 2012). Below a certain saturation point of universal access, the participation of the regional population entitled and inclined to enter higher education should be decisive for the absolute number of enrolled students (Mayer 2008). We also need to take student mobility as a potential intervening factor into account since higher education is highly differentiated and the provision of education at this level fairly centralised compared to lower levels of the education system. The typical age group for higher education from 19 to 29 has reached a stage in life when it is (legally) possible to live on one’s own. This opens up opportunities of spatial mobility to realise one’s personal educational aspirations. Hence, the constituency of tertiary education institutions is theoretically less limited to their immediate regional context than that of kindergartens and schools, for example. A central prerequisite on the supply side to enlarge the catchment area of higher education organisations is attractive educational programmes and substantial academic quality.

Figure 4 reveals that the population aged 19 to 29 in Saxony-Anhalt declined continuously from 375,000 to 293,000 between 1991 and 2001; subsequently it developed more discontinuously, but the changes were on a smaller scale. The population decline in the relevant age group for higher education was 22 percent during the 1990s. By contrast, the number of students rose continuously from 22,000 to 52,000 between 1992 and 2004 – an increase of 136 percent – and then stagnated at this level in the following years. While universities and art schools doubled their enrolment during the period considered here, applied universities quadrupled their student numbers. The faster growth of (the less expensive) applied universities is a universal phenomenon in Germany (Autorengruppe Bildungsberichterstattung 2010: 121).

In the case of higher education, it becomes clear that rising participation rates contribute to a decoupling of enrolment from demographic trends. This decoupling admittedly depends on initially low participation rates. The overall expansion of enrolment in higher education in Saxony-Anhalt is partly attributable to the general process of expanding higher education observed worldwide (Schofer/Meyer 2005). The spread of ideas about the benefits of higher education leads policymakers to invest in human capital. However, the especially steep rise in enrolment in Saxony-Anhalt is also rooted in the transformation process after German reunification. Socialist states started to limit access to higher education from the late 1970s onward,
thereby suppressing individual aspirations to pursue tertiary education. During the transformation process, there was therefore a significant catch-up in demand for access to higher education (Baker et al. 2007; Reisz/Stock 2007), partly offsetting the effects of the prior institutional closure – at least with regard to the younger age groups.

The relative stagnation of enrolment between 2005 and 2007 was probably due to the introduction of consecutive study programmes (bachelor’s and master’s degree) in accordance with the Bologna process (on the latter, see Winter 2011). Enrolment numbers stagnated during the first years of reform because the new study programmes shortened the average time of study. Initially they comprised only the relatively short bachelor programmes and even later not all bachelor students proceeded to the master’s level. Furthermore, with the introduction of the new programme structure, higher education institutions received more autonomy in calculating teaching capacities and determining enrolment numbers. Several political aims were to be met at the same time. The teacher/student ratio was to be improved while financial resources stagnated simultaneously – partly in anticipation of demographic decline (Witte/Stuckrad 2007: 2-3). Consequently, higher education institutions limited their enrolment numbers. After 2007, the overall number of students slightly increased again. In order to improve access to higher education in East Germany and to relieve West German universities from abundant demand,
authorities at the federal level and the 16 German states agreed on an initiative to promote national student mobility. In the so-called *Hochschulpakt 2020* (Alliance for Higher Education), which became effective in 2007, the East German states committed themselves to maintaining study capacities at the level of 2005. They received subsidies for each additional higher education entrant in exchange. The *Hochschulpakt 2020* was accompanied by a marketing campaign for East German higher education institutions that attempted to motivate eligible West German students to head east. This campaign for educational migration has been remarkably successful (*Gemeinsame Wissenschaftskonferenz* 2012), building on a sound academic quality of higher education in East Germany. In Figure 4, this success is reflected in the growing number of students originating from outside Saxony-Anhalt.

The increase in enrolment was not accompanied by similar growth in staff between 1992 and 2009 (Fig. 12 in the appendix). Rather, the number of personnel stagnated at around 16,000 employees until 2007 and only later rose to over 17,000 (plus 10 percent). However, this relatively low increase masks the fact that the administrative staff of higher education institutions decreased significantly during the period considered. Scientific personnel increased from 5,500 persons employed in 1992 to 8,300 in 2009 (plus 50 percent). By contrast, administrative personnel were reduced by 10 percent during this time. The observed growth in academic staff was partially driven by temporary teaching contracts (*Lehraufträge*). Furthermore, the number of higher education institutions in Saxony-Anhalt was reduced from 16 to 12 and the number of local branches of these institutions from 21 to 17 (*Bartl* 2012a). In other words, the expansion of higher education places was partly enabled through an economisation of the regional higher education system in terms of staff and infrastructure.

This section allows some conclusions. Higher education is by far the level least affected by demographic change in the regional education system. This decoupling is due to the general trend of rising educational aspirations, which brings new segments of the regional population to higher education. Furthermore, higher education can count on spatial mobility much more than the educational institutions with younger participants. It is even considered a sign of high academic quality in university rankings if a higher education institution has a high ratio of students from outside the region or abroad. In the data analysed, there is no evidence for any expansion of the range of typical age groups (a potential compensation strategy to which some authors point, e.g., *Vincent-Lancrin* 2008).

### 3.5 Comparison across the levels of the education system

The last empirical section of this paper takes its comparative approach across different levels of the education system a step further by applying bivariate regression analysis. As the analysis is based on aggregate time series with only a limited number of observations, multivariate regression models are not viable. Both the number of education facilities and staff in higher education are regressed on changing demographic cohort sizes (Table 1). As these variables enter the regression models after logarithmic transformation, the coefficients obtained can be read
as elasticities: they express the percentage by which the dependent variable (supply) is predicted to change if the independent variable (size of targeted age group) changes by 1 percent. Hence, the relative demographic responsiveness of supply structures can be compared numerically across different subsectors of the education system.

The regression coefficients in Table 1 bear some striking results. The first model on the responsiveness of childcare centres surprisingly reveals an elasticity of 0.64 even though total enrolment in this field was completely decoupled from demographic decline. Expressed differently, a decline in the size of the population younger than 6 years old by 1 percent is predicted to result in a decrease in the number of childcare centres by 0.64 percent – despite the compensatory effect of increasing enrolment in after-school care. Apparently, the concentration process in childcare provision is strategic so as to increase organisational flexibility and economies of scale: formerly separated units were merged and reorganised in order to form multifunctional units providing childcare and education no longer for narrow but now for broader age groups. At this level, the increasingly high level of commodification (in the sense of not-for-profit providers) could have contributed to this remarkable demographic elasticity of supply.

The next four models depict the demographic responsiveness of general schools. Compared to the high responsiveness of enrolment in primary schools, the education infrastructure in this field of education responds far less elastically to demographic decline. The number of primary schools decreases only by 0.41 percent if the population aged 6 to 10 years drops by 1 percent. This relatively low responsive-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population age</th>
<th>Childcare centres</th>
<th>Primary schools</th>
<th>Integrated secondary schools</th>
<th>Advanced-track schools</th>
<th>Special education schools</th>
<th>Vocational schools</th>
<th>Staff in higher education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 – 6</td>
<td>0.64***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 – 10</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.41***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 – 15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.10***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 – 19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.68***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 – 19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.13***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 – 21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.24***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 – 29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.56**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N 8 19 19 19 19 18 19
R² 0.89 0.82 0.95 0.92 0.87 0.28 0.66

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, dependent and independent variables are logarithmised

Source: Statistisches Landesamt Sachsen-Anhalt
ness can be attributed to the guiding idea in education planning that “short legs” should be provided with “short distances” in the education system. Integrated secondary schools show a disproportionately high demographic elasticity: a 1 percent drop in the population aged 10 to 15 years old comes with a 1.1 percent decline in the number of facilities in this field. This school type obviously is a victim of educational expansion within the framework of a hierarchically differentiated secondary school system: advanced-track schools leading to higher valued credentials display an elasticity of only 0.68 percent. Finally, special education schools are the demographically least elastic school type among general education schools. The latter seems to be due to inherited professional standards of how to deal with special education needs. Viewing general education schools as a subsystem of the regional education system, one could argue that the highly elastic general school types offset part of the fixed costs that the less elastic parts of the subsystem generate.

With an elasticity of 0.24 percent, the total number of vocational schools does not seem to respond very strongly to demographic decline. But considering only the overall number of vocational schools conceals a remarkable process of privatisation: horizontally differentiated public schools were closed while narrowly specialised private schools opened. Furthermore, there were divergent developments in different tiers of the vocational school system. The descriptive analyses showed that part-time vocational schools (and pre-vocational schools) were affected more by the demographic shrinking process than full-time vocational schools. The guiding idea behind public subsidies for full-time vocational schools was to offset the impact of the deindustrialisation process on vocational training opportunities in East Germany after reunification. However, improved labour market opportunities for young people in East Germany and the termination of public subsidies have triggered reductions in this segment of vocational education as well (Grünert et al. 2006; BMBF 2011: 21).

Last but not least, the final model displayed in Table 1 suggests that staff numbers in higher education would respond negatively to demographic decline. But this is probably a spurious relationship. There is no obvious reason to believe that declining cohort sizes might contribute to rising staff numbers in higher education. More profound analyses at the micro-level of single institutions for higher education show that this relationship is statistically not significant (Bartl 2012a). In reality, there is a positive relationship with enrolment and a negative relationship with economic development, supporting the oft-mentioned hypothesis of a third mission of higher education institutions in a regional context. As they provide public employment, higher education institutions in Saxony-Anhalt seem to be part of policies aimed at mitigating regional economic hardships. These policies attempt to meet the principle of equivalent living conditions in all parts of Germany codified in German Basic Law. In spite of this “third mission,” there were significant reductions in administrative staff during the period analysed, and current discussions in Saxony-Anhalt nurture expectations of further cutbacks to come – despite rising enrolment in higher education (Ziegele/Berthold 2013)! In this respect, Saxony-Anhalt’s weak economy, partially a consequence of the transformation process (Sackmann 2010), and the anticipated termination of transformation-related public transfers in 2019
seem to exert financial pressure on the higher education system. At this point, politicians attempt to use demography as a legitimising frame for unpopular cutbacks (Ziegele/Berthold 2013).

Overall, the seven educational fields compared in this section display an average demographic responsiveness of 0.38. Closest to this value is the regression coefficient of primary schools. On the one hand, within the framework of hierarchical differentiation, integrated secondary schools are weakened by political decisions and individual preferences for higher levels of education. This makes them overly responsive to demographic decline. Advanced-track schools and childcare centres respond to an above-average extent to demographic decline but still not proportionally. While the concentration of childcare centres is probably driven by strategic choices on the part of municipal and private providers, closure of advanced-track schools would have been even higher if state school law were implemented literally. On the other hand, higher education institutions are the ones most independent of demographic decline. However, there have been economisation strategies at this level as well among different categories of personnel. Special education schools also prove to be relatively independent of demographic decline, especially when compared to the other general school types. This is partially due to growing participation rates in special education and the redirection of enrolment from a relatively large number of schools catering to learning difficulties to schools targeting less frequent categories of special needs education. Finally, the relative independence of vocational schools indicated in the regression coefficient is rather deceptive as it masks a process of concentration among public vocational schools that is only numerically compensated by specialised private ones.

4 Equal access to education and economisation of infrastructure

The education infrastructure in Saxony-Anhalt was substantially restructured during the period of analysis. Results show that the extent of demographic responsiveness of the regional education system in Saxony-Anhalt varies in and across educational levels. This variance points not only to constitutive institutional differences between educational levels but also to political discretion in coping with demographic changes. Hence, the observed variance in education infrastructure in response to demographic decline dampens simple expectations of declining expenditure in times of declining cohort sizes. At most levels, adaptation of supply was less flexible than the volatility of demographic decline and changes in enrolment. To reiterate the second assumption on the possible liberation of resources through demographic change (economisation-of-supply hypothesis), it must be said that this is only partly the case. Additionally, it is well known that school closures often externalise costs to other public realms such as school transportation (Frank 2011). More detailed data (e.g., including data on the size distribution of education establishments) probably would have revealed even more variance in the economisation of supply. Usually decisions about the closure (or not) of schools and childcare centres are made based on certain administrative thresholds. The variability in the demographic re-
sponsiveness of supply across educational levels points towards the normative nature of political decision making on education infrastructure: cost reductions have to be weighed against the pretension of welfare states to provide (territorially) equal access to education. All the more striking is that there are economisation processes that cannot be attributed directly to demographic decline, such as in those cases with growing enrolment numbers (early childhood and higher education). Theoretically, it is possible that demographic decline exerts an indirect financial pressure on public budgets for education services. Financial scarcity in East Germany, however, results not from demographic decline in the first place but from the monetary union with West Germany and deindustrialisation during the transformation process (Sackmann 2010).

Hence, the intervening variables proposed above based on theoretical considerations (inclusiveness, internal differentiation, and commodification) have to be reconsidered with respect to results from other studies. Inclusiveness: While in Saxony-Anhalt the number of childcare centres was vulnerable to demographic decline because of a high participation rate, participation in childcare was significantly lower in Poland and West Germany (Bartl 2011b). Participation rates can be interpreted as informal expressions of normative expectations about standards of welfare services. Hence, despite low participation rates, the familialistic welfare regime in Poland, emphasising the role of the family in childcare, made it normatively easier for municipalities to close existing childcare centres during the first phase of transformation, especially in rural areas. It can be assumed that retrenchment strategies of this type contributed to the relatively low level of indebtedness of shrinking municipalities in Poland (Rademacher 2007; Sackmann 2010). Later, in the post-transformation period, low numbers of children were offset by the introduction of a compulsory year of pre-schooling, and the system of general schools was even expanded (Kopycka 2013). In West Germany, attempts at the federal state level to modernise the traditionally conservative German welfare regime have recently led to extending childcare to children younger than 3, thus offsetting the effect of lower numbers of children aged 3 to 6 years in the general population (Bartl 2011b). Hence, low inclusiveness makes it less probable that fertility decline results in overcapacities only if normative aspirations rise at the same time – thus offsetting decline through rising participation rates. This is why in shrinking West German rural areas the level of childcare infrastructure is perceived as satisfactory while their East German counterparts interpret a similar situation as a deterioration of service provision (Steinführer et al. 2012). In higher education, rising participation rates can be interpreted as coming closer to the ideal of universal higher education. An unintended consequence of this politically desirable outcome will be that higher education will become more responsive to demographic change. Demographic decline is already a serious challenge for (private) higher education institutions in countries such as Japan or South Korea (Yonezawa/Kim 2008). There, internationalisation is discussed as the primary strategy for coping with decline. If we consider that such a strategy theoretically requires quite a high level of commodification (Sackmann 2007), normative questions about tuition fees could become more prominent.
Internal (hierarchical and horizontal) differentiation loosens the connection between demographic trends and education supply. The present article shows that integrated secondary schools were more affected by demographic decline than advanced-track schools. This uneven demographic responsiveness points to the hierarchical differentiation of secondary schools in Germany. Similarly, demographic decline has led the structurally more fragmented general school system in West Germany to come under pressure toward dedifferentiation from the lower end of this hierarchy (Bartl 2012b). In the 1980s, when the 1970s decline in fertility in West Germany reached the education system, this demographic pressure on enrolment was temporarily relieved through immigration, on the one hand, and through a loosening of administrative thresholds for minimum school size, on the other (Trotha 1981). Today, integrative types of schools are increasingly emerging as a solution to declining enrolment (Bartl 2012b). As far as horizontal differentiation is concerned, low differentiation such as in primary schools allows for fairly decentralised service provision. However, this low differentiation usually means fairly small infrastructure units, which makes them prone to closure (for accordant expectations about the future in the Netherlands, see Haartsen/van Wissen 2012). Whereas special education schools have a similar number of pupils to primary schools, they have proved to be highly resilient in the face of demographic decline. Their relatively stable number points to an increased participation rate, which is especially high in Saxony-Anhalt compared to other German states. Hence, both school types raise normative questions in times of demographic decline. Shall these small schools remain open? In a comparison of the 16 German states, only one (Thuringia) had higher expenditures per pupil than Saxony-Anhalt (Statistisches Bundesamt 2010: 47). Recently, the government of Saxony-Anhalt announced the anticipated closure of 75 small primary schools that do not currently reach the administrative minimum threshold of pupils for this school type (Staatskanzlei Sachsen-Anhalt 12.02.2013). And yet, it could be argued that the fairly decentralised structure of primary schools perhaps contributed to the good results that pupils from Saxony-Anhalt achieved in a comparative study across the German states (Stanat 2012). In contrast to the apparently good results of primary schools, the relatively high expense of instructing pupils with special needs in separate schools (Preuss-Lausitz 2009) does not seem to pay off socially. In Saxony-Anhalt, 10.7 percent of total enrolment dropped out of school without a degree in 2009. Around three-quarters of those dropouts originated from special education schools. Only the state of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania had a higher dropout rate in 2009 (12.4 percent) – and a similar participation rate in special education schools (my own calculations based on KMK n.d.: 332-333). In light of current discussions about a more inclusive and more efficient school system, the relative stability of the fairly expensive segregated schooling of children and youths with special needs in the face of demographic decline is an ambivalent success story. In larger organisational units declining cohort sizes exert pressure towards internal horizontal dedifferentiation. Recently, for example, vocational schools in Saxony-Anhalt began to experiment with mixed classes for apprentices of different vocations (Laag 2010).
The level of commodification in the East German educational landscape was lower in the early 1990s than it is today. The share of private not-for-profit providers of educational infrastructure increased remarkably in early childhood, vocational, and general education. While quite a high involvement of private actors in early childhood and vocational education is common in West Germany, the same cannot be said of general education schools. Despite privatisation being still at a relatively low level in Germany, it is noteworthy that increases in private (primary) schools have been preceded by closures of public schools due to demographic decline, as other studies show (Kühne/Kann 2012). Beyond that, demographic decline seems to reinforce traditional means of rationalisation in the public sector such as calculation in kind (Bartl 2011a), retrenchment measures, and flexible working contracts (especially in higher education). This corresponds to a reform pattern of the public sector, identified mainly in continental Europe, in which the state remains a key actor in society, normatively and empirically, and marketisation plays a rather limited role (Pollitt/Bouckaert 2011).

To sum up the analytical results of this empirical study, the following revised set of variables seems to be important for systematically investigating the demographic responsiveness of the education system (Fig. 5).

Demographic decline calls for an economisation of education infrastructure; yet migration (for education reasons) might alleviate part of this pressure. The guiding ideas of education policy, whether rooted in political or in professional reasoning, usually work against an economisation of education infrastructure. Furthermore, the demographic responsiveness of supply structures is less pronounced at education levels that display a greater degree of hierarchical or horizontal differentiation (e.g., secondary schools) compared to more inclusive sectors of the education system (e.g., primary schools). Another intervening effect seems to be related to the size of educational establishments: larger units have more potential for flexible responses to declining demand; however, this variable was not investigated systematically enough in the present paper. On the other hand, highly inclusive and highly commodified levels of education are more responsive to demographic decline than those levels with low participation and completely decommodified public supply structures. However, independent of demographic change and educational governance structures, pressure to economise the regional education system might originate in poor economic conditions in a given region. The latter becomes especially obvious when the current discussion in Saxony-Anhalt about cutbacks in higher education is considered. Here demography is used as a legitimising frame for unpopular (and maybe unwise [Ziegele/Berthold 2013]) political decisions. Hence, the demographic responsiveness of the education system is codetermined by other variables, above all by educational governance structures and the economic conditions in the region. Some of these variables hamper and others enhance economisation tendencies in education due to demographic decline.
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Fig. 5: Relevant variables determining the economisation of regional education systems in the face of demographic decline

- Demographic change
  - Cohort size (+)
  - (Education) migration (+)

- Educational governance
  - Guiding ideas of education policy (-)
  - Inclusiveness of the education level (+)
  - Internal differentiation of the education level (-)
  - Size of education establishments (-)
  - Level of commodification (+)

- Economic conditions (+)

Source: own design
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